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“Because I will do new things! Now 
you will grow like a new plant. Surely 
you know this is true. I really will 
make a road in the desert. I really 
will make river in the dry lands.”   

- Isaiah 43:19,  The Holy Bible, 
English Version for the Deaf

So, what is the Creator making new 
in your life? There is always new 

around us. Every year CCS prepares 
for new students, new technology, 
new planning, new readings, and new 
learning.

We are good at recognizing the “new” 
in our midst.  Last year Michelle and 
David heard the call to new forms of 
ministry. This year, our graduates are 
entering into their new calls and ways 
of living. 

The learning circles and CCS Friday 
conversations engaged all participants 
in new ways of thinking and maybe 
even of being. And don’t forget 

change.

For over 125 years we have been 
preparing for the new challenges that 
constantly arise in the secular world.

And we will continue to do so.  For 
how long?  Let me quote, Rev. 
Irma Wyman, Archdeacon for the 
Diaconate of the Episcopal Diocese of 
Minneapolis, in a sermon dated June 
17, 2001.  She says the diaconate, 
won’t be needed:

“...When deacons, leading the 
baptized in and out, have beaten a 
path between the altar and the gutter, 
so that everyone will see the link 
between the Blood in our chalice, and 
the blood in our streets.

...When all people respond to the 
challenge to live, not in the love of 
power, but in the power of love.”

- Ken DeLisle, Interim Principal

PREPARING FOR THE NEW
Learning on Purpose, which always 
brings new life and understandings to 
the attendees.

And we are sharing our building 
with new tenants – the Prairie to Pine 
Regional Council staff.

We can do “new” well because we 
are always looking ahead and seeing 
what’s on the horizon.

We’ve been doing it since the 1890’s 
with our founding schools. They 
worked for the new as well, always 
there and always alert to change their 
training to meet the needs of the day 
and beyond.

CCS is striving forward, even in the 
midst of changes and a pandemic.

I was asked to tell folks on our Praxis 
call why I donate to CCS.  The answer 
is simple: I give because I know the 
school prepares great people for great 
ministry. The kind of ministry that 
changes as the needs of the world 

Image: Hyerim from CCS and Joyce 
from SSSC at the joint Right Relations 
learning circle, Fall 2021.



As we make preparations to step onto whatever new paths God has in store for us in the next year, a well equipped 
backpack might be useful.  And fortunately, the finances in 2021 have prepared us for the journey, with many thanks to 

the generosity of our donors who put us on a good path.  

FINANCIAL PICTURE

While 2021 was another 
year of uncertainty, there 
were also surprises. The 
Donor survey connected 
CCS with a host of 
supporters who offered 
their insights into why they 
care.  Many of those people 
in our caring community 
offered to create the match 
for our matching gift 
campaign, which surpassed 
previous campaigns with a 
total income (including the 
match) of $58,845. These 
funds were put towards 
preparing our final online 
learning circles. In 2021 
we completed this project 
and a full cycle in the new 
program design.

Thanks to donors who care, 
we had a strong finish to 
the year with total income 
very close to 2020, which 
prepares us for a new year 
of educating leaders for 
justice, compassion, and 
transformation.

The Bursary Fund has built up over the years, thanks to people who have made large and 
small donations in honour of students, family, and colleagues. The bursaries from this 
fund are distributed on the basis of financial need, and support studies at the Centre for 
Christian Studies.

That was important for Lauri: “I was considering looking for another part time job to 
cover costs, but the bursary has allowed this opportunity without that distraction.  It also 
gave me a confidence boost when I needed it most - other people think I can actually do 
this and are willing to invest in my education. For that I will be forever grateful.”

In 2021, 7 students received bursaries to attend Learning on Purpose totalling $10,775, 
11 students received bursaries in the spring in the amount of $21,755, and 13 obtained 
funding in the fall adding up to $28,062. The grand total for bursaries distributed in 2021 
was $60,592.

We are grateful for the people who donated in 2021 to the Ted Dodd Fund and Marion 
Niven Bursary providing bursaries for leadership development. And for The United 
Church of Canada which provides Candidate Aid for UCC students each year, and 
increases the amount available for bursaries.  

Bursaries

Total INCOME for 2021  Total EXPENSES for 2021
 $611,752   $711,491

$75,498$75,498

$139,793$139,793

$73,340$73,340

$178,206$178,206

$105,394$105,394

$39,521$39,521

Bequests, Bursary 
Funds, Candidate
Aid & Other 
Income

Program 
(tuition)

Operating
(includes
UCC
grant)
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Investment
Income

Wage
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Bursaries
$60,592

Program
$274,552 *

Operating
$342,892 **

Other
$31,144

* includes salaries
** includes investment fees

“Other people 
think I can 

actually do this 
and are willing 
to invest in my 
education.”

- CCS student



LEARNING CIRCLES
Worship, Living Scripture,
Grief & Loss, Integration 3,
Ministry as Community-building,
Learning on Purpose,
UCC Admissions Orientation,
Integration 1, Integration 2,
Culture & Identity, Right Relations
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Thank God
for our Alumni
In the past 2 years

41% of our donors were alumni.
51% of our alumni were donors!

FULL CIRCLE
As of fall 2021’s 

“Culture & Identity”circle,
all 15 of the “new” theme circles 
from the 2017 program redesign

have been developed and
offered at least once.

SAFE AND CONNECTED
In the midst of the pandemic

program staff worked to make
all learning circles in 2021

accessible and engaging online.
The “Right Relations” circle

was hybrid.

ENROLMENT (active students/year)

2019  2020 2021

ALUMNI DONORS
(BY GRAD DECADE)

THE ADMISSIONS ORIENTATION CIRCLE
included participants from Canada,
the US, Nigeria, Zambia, Congo,
Kenya, Zimbabwe, South Africa,
India, and South Korea - ministers
from other denominations coming
in the United Church of Canada.

Where There’s a Will...
50 people have indicated they’ve 
remembered CCS in their will.
In the past 10 years we’ve received
bequests totalling $304,141.72



2021 DIACONAL
MINISTRY GRADS
• Karlene Kimber is in ministry at Belmont, Harrietsville-Mossley Pastoral 
 Charge in Belmont, ON
• Alana Martin is in ministry as Minister to the GO Project in  
 Toronto, ON
• Rebecca Pike is in ministry at Gower Street United Church in  
 St. John’s, NL
• Bri-anne Swan is in ministry at Jubilee United Church in Toronto, ON
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Christian Studies
60 Maryland Street
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a caring community so quickly!” one 
participant said, “especially since we 
were interacting on video screens. But 
the course pulled us all together and 
the results were amazing and heart-
warming.” “I was truly surprised how 
close and understanding, supportive 
and kind we grew,” another said. 

Growing. “This was my first course 
at CCS, and my first intensive course 
in a very long time,” one student 
said. “I started the course looking for 
answers, but I left with more questions, 
excited about exploring them, excited 
to share my faith while growing myself 
within.” Because students were in 
their home communities, they had 
opportunities to immediately apply 
new learnings. After a session on 
conflict and communication, CCS 
student Alicia  commented, “I love how 
what we learn rolls into our ministries 
and daily life. I’ve just spent the last 
hour dealing with conflict in the church 
and understandings of power.” In her 
evaluation, CCS student Hyerim noted, 
“I was able to learn how difficult it is 

Possibilities
Is it possible?  
This was our question when we 
considered offering our foundational 
2-week intensive “Learning on 
Purpose” course in the midst of the 
pandemic last summer: Is it possible 
to hold it online? (We hadn’t thought 
so previously.) Is it possible to form a 
meaningful learning community across 
distance and via internet glitches? 
Could we still find the trust needed 
to share vulnerabilities, to give and 
receive honest feedback, to question 
closely-held theological assumptions 
and to risk learning about privilege and 
laying aside egos? 

Last August, 17 students and 3 program 
staff brought sincerity, openness, and 
humour to their zoom screens, leaning 
in to learn together. While the thought 
of being on zoom all day every day for 
such an extended time initially seemed 
impossible, the reality carried benefits 
and even some sacred surprises. 

Connecting. Many students who 
would not have been able to attend in 
person were able to join, logging in 
from Newfoundland to Saskatchewan. 
“I didn’t think it was possible that such 
a diverse grouping of folks from across 
this vast land could gel and become 

to break the framework of thoughts and 
fixed perspective. I was able to learn 
the meaning of going down a narrow 
path and the wisdom of being friends 
with each other.”

  

Imagining. ‘Preparing for the New’ 
takes practice in imagination. We 
discovered that even online we can 
listen to one another, imagine together, 
and stretch our hearts and minds. Rather 
than hang on to what is comfortable, we 
can create possibilities towards justice. 


